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Abstract
A high-frequency surge and stall sensing fore-aft probe was developed at the
Turbomachinery Research Laboratory at Virginia Tech. The probe was designed to detect
surge and stall based on changes in large regions of flow behind a turbofan engine
compressor fan. The probe exhibited excellent frequency response capabilities and can
accurately measure data with response well above anticipated surge frequencies.
A CFD analysis was performed in order to gain more understanding about the flow
around the probe. The results of the CFD analysis and the experimental testing were
analyzed and presented. The probe worked as expected when the flow was aligned with
the upstream pressure transducer. Thus, it can be used to determine the onset of surge
and stall. However, the probe was found to be extremely sensitive to off-axis flows.
Design improvements are suggested in order to increase its capabilities.
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Chapter 1 - Introduction
Today’s gas turbine engine designers must build surge/stall margin into every
compressor to ensure performance over a wide range of conditions. However, in order to
get significant performance and efficiency output, the engine operating line must be as
close to the surge/stall line as possible. So, how can designers create cost effective
engines with excellent performance as well of surge/stall margin? The answer lies in an
improved understanding of the fluid flows within the compressor blades.

Unfortunately, it is very expensive to build experimental hardware to test new airfoil
designs. Modern computers running dynamic, time-accurate 3-D codes can relieve the
financial and time consuming costs associated with designing new test rig hardware. The
researchers will be able to run engine simulations over a wide range of operating
conditions to see the how the compressor performs. Significant advances in the modeling
of unsteady phenomena within the fluid flows allow designers to see all of the time
dependent changes going on the engine. As computers become faster and data storage
technology improves, the designer has the luxury of adding these unsteady terms and the
corresponding boundary conditions into the models. A great deal of work at Virginia
Tech is being devoted to perfecting jet engine models which can model steady, unsteady,
and quasi-steady phenomena (a quasi-steady process would be a disturbance moving
through an engine before returning to its normal operating conditions).

However,

experimental measurements are still a critical part of the design process.

Experimental data for unsteady phenomena such as surge and stall validate the
accuracy of the computer models. If the output from the codes matches the experimental
data, the engineer must have modeled the physics of the fluid flow correctly.

By

designing instrumentation to measure data the program calculates, the code can be
validated or adjusted as necessary.
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Many considerations must be taken into account when taking accurate high speed
measurements. Instrumentation is second order in nature. Both the amplitude and the
phase angle of the measurements are sensitive to the nature of the event in relation to the
characteristics of the probe design. Kulite or other ultra-miniature flat-mount pressure
transducers may be used in high response probe construction. Their small size, large
natural frequency, and excellent sensitivity make them ideal for taking fast response data
in an unsteady fluid flow environment. In addition, they can be mounted in such a way as
to give velocity measurements, a common output for unsteady computer codes. The
design of the probe becomes the limiting factor in its measurement capabilities. The
designer must be careful about the effects of flow blockage by the probe. If the probe is
too large, it will distort the flow, changing the properties of the flow and rendering the
measurements inaccurate. Another consideration is the pressure loss across the probe.
Too much pressure loss can impede the ability of the Kulites to measure real flow data.
The final consideration the probe designer must be aware of is the ability of the probe to
measure off-design conditions. To produce accurate results, the probe must be robust
enough to measure flow over a wide range of off-design angles during both steady and
unsteady flow conditions.

During this investigation, all of the aforementioned concerns were take into
consideration in the design of a probe which can take pressure measurements in forward
and reverse flow. This probe is to be installed in an F-109 research turbine engine to
sense the presence of rotating stall and surge. Results will be used for comparisons with
analytical models. The intent of the probe is to sense the onset of surge and rotating stall
and the resulting response of the large scale flows within the engine. However, some
detail of the flow fields in front of and behind the fan may be desired, and will be factored
into the design. Ultimately, with a better understanding of surge and stall behavior,
control devices can be built which will be able to recognize these phenomena and prevent
the surge/stall from occurring.
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The following literature review contains information about the nature of surge and
rotating stall which was used in the formulation of the design. In addition, various types
of probes were researched in order to determine which of their properties could be used
for this design. Finally, the review section contains information about data acquisition, a
key part of this experiment.

Next, the probe design is given. It includes a pre-test checklist, as suggested by the
AGARD group, which determines what type of measurements are to be taken. It also sets
the design requirements for the probe.

In addition, the section remarks about the

limitations of some earlier designs and gives the reasons for choosing the final design
concept.

Chapter 4 presents the experimental setup and procedures. The equipment and their
specifications are listed. In addition, the calibration curves for the Kulites and the data
acquisition system are given. These curves are necessary for proper data reduction of the
measurements. The test procedure for the three sets of measurements - design flow, pitch
angle variation, and yaw angle variation - is outlined.

The experimental results section outlines the analyses performed on the data and
presents the final results. The data are expressed in both tabular form and graphical form
for clarity. The results of an analytical calculation are also presented in order to provide
insights into the nature of the probes characteristics.

The implications of the experimental and analytical results are discussed and
conclusions are drawn in the following chapters. Although the probe performed well
under normal conditions and can be used to determine the onset of surge and stall,
improvements will be suggested for decreasing the sensitivity to off-axis flow situations.

3

Chapter 2 - Related Research
Surge and Rotating Stall

Surge and stall are two unstable operating points for jet engine compressors. They
are both characterized by cyclic fluid motion within the engine. Although both conditions
are hazardous to an engine, surge is the more violent and potentially damaging event of
the two as the system experiences reverse flow out of the inlet of the compressor. In
surge, the entire engine can experience powerful, low frequency vibrations which can
cause bearing or support structure failures. In rotating stall, the blades vibrate at high
frequencies, thus reducing the life of the parts.

Both of these events occur to the left of the engine operating line on a traditional
compressor performance curve (see Figure 2-1). A great deal of research has been
performed to try and model, predict, and characterize fluid flow resulting from operating
in these unstable regions. Emmons, et al (1955) were the first to try and characterize
surge and stall. Their investigations concluded that unique phenomena occurred at the
same time. The first was a system imbalance where the compression system acted like a
Helmholtz Resonator (see Figure 2-2).

The second phenomenon observed occurred

within the individual blade passages. If a small disturbance caused the boundary layer on
the suction side of the airfoil to separate, the resulting blockage would cause the flow to
shift (see Figure 2-3). This blockage caused the flow to divert from its intended path,
thus creating high incidence angles in the adjacent passage. In turn, the high incidence
seen by the blades in the adjacent passages would cause the boundary layer on the suction
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Figure 2-1 Typical Compressor Operating Performance Curve
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Figure 2-2 Diagram of a Helmholtz Resonator
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Figure 2-3 Fluid Motion due to Stall Cell Blockage in a Compressor Cascade
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side to separate. This region of stalled flow moves around the compressor opposite to the
direction of rotation of the blades at roughly one-half the fan speed (see Figure 2-4).

In 1975, E.M. Greitzer successfully solved a set of non-linear differential equations
modeling a compression system in surge and rotating stall. He expounded on Emmons’
Helmholtz Resonator theory and established a new model for the compression system
(see Figure 2-5).

In 1981, he generalized his system of equations for all types of

compression systems and created a model which established the important parameters for
determining whether or not a compression system will go into surge or stall.

Greitzer’s early work spawned a renewed interest in surge and stall flow research.
Many scientists performed different experiments and created different analytical models
in order to try and learned about the fundamentals of these flows. With so many papers
written about surge and stall research, the author encourages the reader to consult the
following references: 1. A. H. Stenning, “Rotating Stall and Surge”, 1980, 2. W. T.
Cousins, W. F. O’Brien , and M. R. Sexton and, “Dynamic Pressure Response with Stall
on Axial Flow Compressor Blades”, 1981, 3. F. K. Moore, “A Theory of Rotating Stall
of Multistage Axial Compressors (Parts I, II, and III)”, 1984, 4. W. T. Cousins and W. F.
O’Brien, Axial-Flow Compressor Post-Stall Analysis”, 1985, 5. E. M. Greitzer and F. K.
Moore, “A Theory of Post-Stall Transients in Axial Compression Systems (Parts I and
II)”, 1986, 6. W. F. O’Brien and K. M. Boyer, “Stall and Recovery in Multistage AxialFlow Compressors”, 1989, 7. S. Gorrell, W. W. Copenhaver, and W. F. O’Brien, “Stall
Cell Blockage in a High Speed, Multistage Axial Flow Compressor”, 1990, and 8. M. W.
Davis and W. F. O’Brien, “A Stage-by-Stage Post-Stall Compression System Modeling
Technique”, 1991.
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Figure 2-4 Stall Cell Rotation verses Compressor Rotation
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Figure 2-5 Greitzer’s Compression System Model
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With a better understanding of the fundamentals of compression systems as a result
of the work of Greitzer and others, scientists began to look at the flow within the blade
passages. They wanted to learn how instabilities within the flow on a micro-level might
cause a system-level instability. Day and Cumpsty (1978) used fast response, miniature
hot-wire probes and cylindrical probes with pressure transducers to measure pressure and
velocity within the flow fields of a compressor in stall. By systematically varying the
design parameters of the compressor rig (i.e. flow coefficient (Vx/U), hub/tip radius ratio,
number of stages, and stage reaction), they were able to determine a correlation between
compressor performance during rotating stall and the rig design parameters. By using this
correlation to determine whether a part-span of full-span stall blockage region would
occur for a given design, compressor performance during stall could be predicted.

Since 1978, a great deal of experimental research has been performed to learn about
the characteristics of surge and stall flow. With an increased understanding of the flow
fields within compressors in rotating stall due to the work of Das and Jiang (1984),
Mathioudakis and Breugelmans (1985), Jackson (1987), and McDougall et al (1990),
researchers hoped to monitor the flow field conditions within the compressor in order to
find an event at the onset of rotating stall. If a particular event within the flow field could
be isolated as a predictor for surge or stall, an active control system could be installed to
recognize the event and make the necessary adjustments to maintain normal engine
operation.

Garnier et al (1991) used two low speed compressors and one high speed compressor
to study stall inception. Following the work of McDougall et al (1990), they determined
that rotating stall was preceded by small amplitude, rotating waves of axial velocity (see
Figure 2-6). These waves then grew into fully developed stall regions. In their summary
the authors postulate that these waves could be used as an indicator for stall inception in
an active engine control system.
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To test the idea of an active control system in a compressor rig, Day (1991)
developed an air injection control system connected to a mini-computer. The computer
monitored the flow field properties by taking measurements with hot-wire probes. These
probes were positioned circumferentially around the compressor rig at various axial
locations. The data were processed using a discrete Fourier transformation algorithm in
order to obtain the amplitudes and phase angles of the velocity wave modes within the
flow. Because Day has shown that the origination of the stall cells generally occurs near
the tip of the rotor, he used air injection at these localized regions to re-energize the flow
and suppress the stall cell development (see Figures 2-7 and 2-8). By suppressing the
stall cell development with injection air, Day was able to extend the operating range of
the compressor 6% away from the normal operating point (see Figure 2-9).

Paduano et al (1991) used an actuated set of inlet guide vanes to control the rotating
waves of axial velocity upstream of their single stage compressor rig (see Figure 2-10).
They too used hot wire probes to map out the flow field in order to instruct the computer
to send the necessary

inputs to the guide vanes.

By damping out the velocity

perturbations which lead to full scale stall, the researchers were able to increase the
stable operating range of the compressor by moving the stall operating line to lower mass
flow levels (see Figure 2-11). However, Cousins et al (1994) points out that because the
compressor instability which causes stall development occurs in the rear stages of a multistage machine, it would be unlikely that these waves could be detected at the inlet of a
properly designed high speed compressor. Thus, more attention should be given to the
blade row aerodynamic instabilities which cause surge or stall in a compression system.
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Figure 2-6 Rotating Waves of Axial Velocity
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Figure 2-7 Day’s Air Injection Scheme
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Figure 2-8 Suppression of Stall Development Using Air Injection
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Figure 2-9 Extension of the Compressor Operating Range Using Injected Air
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Figure 2-10 Actuated Guide Vanes
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Figure 2-11 Increase of the Stable Operating Range Using Actuated Guide Vanes
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Measurement Systems

Most modern pressure probes use strain-gage pressure transducers which convert
pressure into voltage. Because the voltage signals can be sampled and stored digitally by
a computer, the frequency response of the probe is limited mainly by the mechanical
design of the probe as many pressure transducers have natural frequencies greater than 70
kHz (see Figure 2-12). In addition to high natural frequencies, the pressure transducer
manufacturers give detailed listings of many other characteristics of the transducers such
as their operating pressure range, non-linearity effects, hysteresis, and thermal sensitivity
to name a few (see Figure 2-12 for a complete listing of all of the characteristics of the
Kulite pressure transducers used).

The mechanical design of the probe is the limiting factor in determining the
frequency response characteristics of the measurements. Typically, the probes are used to
measure pressures within the flow field in order to calculate the velocities. By using total
and static pressure measurements with temperature measurements, Mach Numbers and
velocities can be calculated using the following formulas:
M =

γ −1
γ


2 ( PT Ps ) − 1 (γ − 1)



Eqn. 2-1

V = M γ RT

Eqn. 2-2

The Prandtl Probe (see Figure 2-13) is a probe which measures total pressure through a
tube connected to a hole in the tip and static pressure through a separate tube connected to
a series of holes placed a specified distance from the leading edge. Depending on the
diameter of the probe, the location of the static pressure taps can be calculated using a
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Figure 2-12 Kulite Pressure Transducer Specification Sheet
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Figure 2-13 Typical Prandtl Probe
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potential flow solver. Although the probe gives accurate measurements of pressure
levels, the probe has limited fast-response applications due to the long tubes which
connect to the pressure transducers.

The response characteristics of a pressure probe are severely limited by long
transmission tubes connecting the pressure tap to the pressure transducer. Instead of
utilizing the fast-response characteristics of the transducers, the frequency characteristics
of the resonant system determine the accuracy of the high frequency measurements. The
theoretical resonant frequencies of a tube (see Figure 2-14) can be calculated using
fn =

a
( 2n - 1)
4L

where n is any positive integer

Eqn. 2-3

from Beckwith and Marangoni (1990).

Because the tubing acts as a resonant system with the fluid, it can be modeled as a
spring-mass-damper mechanical system (see Figure 2-15).

The mass of fluid is

determined by the volume of fluid in the system and the density. The damping coefficient
is a function of the viscosity, and the spring coefficient is a function of the elastic
properties of the fluid. The equation which models the system is:
my ′′( t ) + cy ′( t ) + ky ( t ) = F ( t )

Eqn. 2-4

Bendat and Piersol (1986) give the solution equations to the Fourier transform for the
amplitude and phase angle of the output based on a input forcing function. They are:
H( f ) =

[1 − ( f

1k

fn )

] + [2 ζ ( f

2 2

]

fn )

Eqn. 2-5

2

 2ζ ( f f ) 
n

φ ( f ) = tan -1
2
1 − ( f f n ) 

Eqn. 2.-6
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Transducer

Simple Tube
Pressure Source

Figure 2-14 Quarter Wave Tube
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Figure 2-15 Spring-Mass-Damper Mechanical System
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Figure 2-16 shows the plots of these equations in dimensionless form. For systems
with very small amounts of damping, the amplitudes and phase angles of the outputs are
very flat at frequencies much less than the resonant frequency of the system. As a result,
accurate, real-time measurements can be taken if the resonant frequency of the system is
very high compared to the frequencies of the inputs. It should be noted that Kulite
pressure transducers also act as spring-mass-damper systems. This fact will be used in
the selection of the final design of the probe.

Because a probe must be inserted into the flow in order to take the measurements,
there will always be some error due to the blockage created by the probe. This blockage
changes the aerodynamics of the flow and the resulting velocity measurement is different
from that of the actual flow velocity. Thus, it is important to make the probes as small as
possible in order to decrease the significance of the error in the measurement of flow
velocity.

Once the blockage errors are minimized by using small probes, the next
consideration is the tolerance of the probe to various angles of attack. The Kiel Probe
provides the best tolerance to flows at off-design angles. A Kiel Probe has a cylindrical
shroud with beveled leading and trailing edges around a sharp pressure tube. This
shroud provides most of the angular tolerancing as it channels the flow into the pressure
tube (Aerodynamics Measurements. 1961). Figure 2-17 shows two types of Kiel Probes
along with their angular sensitivities. Typical Kiel Probes give pure measurements for
o

angles of attack up to ± 30 . The modified Kiel Probe gives accurate measurements for
o

off-design angles up to ± 55 . Unfortunately, the very nature of the probe gives it limited
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Figure 2-16 Plots of Dimensionless Amplitude and Phase Angle Solutions
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Figure 2-17 Typical and Modified Kiel Probes
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frequency response capabilities as long transmission tubes are required in front of the
pressure transducers.

Gossweiler et al (1994) presented a two part paper discussing the characteristics of a
wide variety of probe designs. In addition to the effects of blockage, they studied the
effect of probe shape on errors due to off-design angles associated with velocity gradients
in the flow, and dynamic forces acting on the probe such as inertia forces due to vortices
in the flow and dynamic stall. Dynamic stall occurs when the flow separates at the
leading edge of the probe and the resulting surface pressures fluctuate causing a
disturbance to the measurement. The authors concluded that circular cylinders are the best
choice for taking measurements in turbomachines. Given the limited insensitivity to offo

design angles (they give accurate measurements for flow angles of ± 8 ) and the absence
of dynamic stall errors, they provide the best combination of characteristics for taking
accurate measurements.

One important consideration that must be considered when converting analog data
into digital quantities is the sampling rate. The Nyquist theorem states “a continuous
signal can be represented by, and reconstituted from, a set of sample values providing that
the number of samples per second is at least twice the highest frequency present in the
signal” (Bentley, 1990). Thus, the highest frequency occurring in the event must be
estimated before the measurements are taken. If the sampling rate is less than twice the
highest frequency present, then an aliased signal will be produced and the data will be
invalid. An example of aliasing is given in Figure 2-18.
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Figure 2-18 Aliased Signal
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Chapter 3 - Probe Design
Design Requirements for the Fore-Aft Stall and Surge Sensing Probe

The AGARD Advisory Report #230 gives a checklist of considerations which should
be taken into account when designing a data acquisition system to take pressure
measurements.

A description of these considerations and the resulting design

requirements for the probe will make up the following sections.
Description of the Conditions at the Probe
Identify where in the engine and what type of pressure is to be sensed

Data is to be taken in front of and behind the fan compressor of the Allied Signal
F109 Turbofan engine at the Virginia Tech Propulsion Research Facility as an analytical
model of the engine will be produced in the future.

Measurements will be taken at

various radial heights in order to determine how the flows at these various radial sections
operate in the unsteady conditions. Figure 3-1 shows where the probes will be placed in
the engine. Total pressure measurements will be taken in order to convert them to Mach
Numbers. These measurements will be unsteady, fast response measurements in order to
capture the effects of fan performance in surge and rotating stall.

Because one

characteristic of surge is reverse flow, the probe must be symmetrical in order to be able
to take the same measurements in either flow case.

30
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Rotor

Figure 3-1 Position of the Probe in the F-109 Turbofan Engine
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Description of the type of testing planned and the engine response anticipated

The probe is to be used to measure unsteady pressures in surge and rotating stall. As
a result, the engine will be operating at some pressure ratio and speed which varies over
time and is considerably different from its design operating point. Thus, the probe should
be able to measure pressures over a wide range of Mach Numbers, velocity gradients, and
angles of attack. Figure 3-2 shows a sketch of what the large flow fields might look like
in a compressor in rotating stall. The yaw angles, shown on the left, can vary as much as
90 degrees from the freestream flow angle. The pitch angles, shown on the right, can
vary as much as 180 degrees producing a local flow reversal. In order to deduce these
off-design flow situations, the probe must be intolerant to angle changes as surge and
rotating stall are 3-dimensional by nature.

There will be some temperature variations in the flow which must be accounted for
in the calculation of the Mach Numbers and velocities.

As a result, a very small

thermocouple will be used to measure the local static temperature.

The probe will be calibrated using a pressure vessel filled with shop air. The tank
will be filled with air until various pressures are reached in order to produce jets with
various Mach Numbers. Because surge and stall cause the fan to operate away from its
design point operating line, the probe will be tested for sensitivity to off-design
conditions such as different yaw and pitch angles.

In addition, the probe will be

calibrated in a constant, low temperature environment. As a result, the thermocouple has
been eliminated from the calibration procedure.
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Yaw Angles

Pitch Angles

Figure 3-2 Expected Patterns of Large Scale Flow in Rotating Stall
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Define the anticipated range of pressures, temperatures, and local Mach Numbers

In the F109 engine, the maximum anticipated pressure is 19.11 psia based on
atmospheric inlet conditions at the intake of the compressor and a fan operating pressure
of 1.30. The maximum anticipated temperature is 580.0 R based on atmospheric inlet
conditions at the intake of the compressor and a fan operating pressure of 1.30. Finally, a
wide range of Mach Numbers (0.2 - 0.8) is expected due to the unsteady nature of surge
and rotating stall.
Define the frequency and amplitude of pressure transients

The purpose of the test is to take pressure measurements of the fluid flow in front of
and behind the rotor and stator rows. The main focus of the test is to determine the
reaction of large regions of flow at various radial locations in surge and rotating stall.

The fan operates at a speed of N = 17200 rpm at 100% speed. Experience has shown
that rotating stall typically occurs at one half of the rotational speed of the fan. Thus, at
N = 8600 rpm, the frequency of the rotating stall cell is 143.3 Hz.

Surge frequencies are a function of the size of the engine. The smaller the engine,
the higher the frequency of the event. Because the F-109 is a small turbofan, the expected
surge frequency is about 10 Hz.

Finally, the blade passing frequency at 100% speed is 8600 Hz. Thus, in order to
measure the pressure fluctuations in the flow behind the passing blades, the frequency
response capabilities of the probe must be greater than 8600 Hz. It should be reiterated
here that this data is not the primary interest.

Overpressures of 10 - 15 psia are expected as the fan goes into surge and rotating
stall. Thus, Kulites with the appropriate pressure range and sensitivity should be chosen.
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Measurement System Requirements

In the previous section, the event with the highest frequency of occurrence is the
blade passing, which is estimated to be about 9 kHz. Looking back at Figure 2-16, the
natural frequency of the system can be determined which will give measurements with no
amplitude attenuation or phase shift. It is important to have no amplitude attenuation or
phase shift in order to produce accurate, real-time measurements. Thus, from the graphs,
the probe should have f/fn = .1 and a damping coefficient, ζ < .1.

Using 10 kHz as the maximum frequency required, the natural frequency of the
measurement system should be at least 100 kHz to ensure accurate measurements. The
damping coefficient of the system can be determined once the system is designed in order
to determine if there will be a phase shift, or time lag, in the data.
Summary of the Design Requirements

To summarize, the probe should have the following characteristics in order to
measure fast response data on large scale flows in surge and/or rotating stall:
1. be able to measure pressures up to 35 psia
2. be able to measure flows with Mach Numbers from 0.2 - 0.8
3. be able to measure flows with temperatures up to 600 R
4. be able to take measurements of phenomena occurring at 10 kHz
5. be able to take measurements in forward and reverse flow situations
6. be intolerant to a wide range of flow angles
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Initial Probe Designs
Helmholtz Resonator Concept

Initially, a Helmholtz resonator system was chosen for the probe. It consisted of a
Kulite placed in a cavity behind a transmission tube. A sketch of the design is given in
Figure 3-3. The equation that determines the natural frequency of the system is:

fn =

C
2π

a
V ( L +.5 aπ )

Eqn. 3-1

An analysis of the probe system revealed that the natural frequency was only about 5 kHz.
In addition, it is difficult to increase the natural frequency as the volume of the cavity is
dependent upon the size of the Kulite. In order to increase the response capabilities of the
probe, the cavity would have to be removed.
Quarter Wave Tube Concept

Figure 3-4 shows an early design which has a small shroud over the transducer.
Through an analysis performed by William Cousins at Allied Signal (Cousins, 1996), it
was determined that the probe was lacking high response capabilities. Figures 3-5 - 3-7
show the response characteristics of the initial probe design with various tube lengths.
Cousins (1995) demonstrated that even if Kulites were mounted behind short tubes, the
high
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Figure 3-3 Helmholtz Resonator Design Concept
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Figure 3-4 Quarter Wave Tube Design Concept
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Figure 3-5 Response Characteristics of the Early Probe Design with Various Tube Lengths in Front of the Transducer
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Figure 3-6 Response Characteristics of the Early Probe Design with Various Tube Lengths in Front of the Transducer
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Figure 3-7 Response Characteristics of the Early Probe Design with Various Tube Lengths in Front of the Transducer
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frequency measurements were considerably inaccurate. If the transducer was mounted
3/16” behind the tube opening, it would measure 5.62 times the actual pressure. It should
be noted that the flush mounted system response line, represented by a tube length of
0.001 in., is virtually flat over a very wide range of frequencies.

AGARD Advisory Report #230 presents a chart containing the pros and cons of
various pressure measurement systems. This chart is shown in Figure 3-8. Both the
resonant and non-resonant systems have frequency response limits and phase lags
associated with their designs. Flush mounted systems, on the other hand, are perfect for
high frequency measurements. In addition, because the natural frequency of the system is
much greater than the frequencies within the input signals, there is no amplitude
attenuation or phase shift. So, from the analysis and the advice of Mr. Cousins as well
the facts presented in Figure 3-8, a flush mounted system was chosen.
Probe Design Theory
Choosing a Cylindrical Shape

In order to calculate the Mach Numbers and velocities of the flow fields in an engine
operating in surge or rotating stall, the total pressure, static pressure, and static
temperature must be measured. Also, a symmetrical shape is needed in order to ensure
that measurements can accurately be taken in forward and reverse flow situations. A
cylinder provides this symmetry. In addition, flow over a cylinder is well researched and
well published. Thus, the characteristics associated with flow over a cylinder can be used
to enhance the design of the probe.
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Figure 3-8 Advantages and Disadvantages of Various Measurement Systems
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A cylinder in cross flow has been studied extensively. Figure 3-9 shows two crosssections of cylinders in cross flow and the pressure coefficients over their surfaces. The
flow stagnates at leading edge of the cylinder, accelerates around the cylinder, and then
separates on the back half of the cylinder. Because the fluid in the separation region has
lower velocities than the freestream, the total pressure measured near the surface of the
probe is closer to the local static pressure. Thus, this measurement shall be termed the
“Wake Static Pressure”, Pw.

By subjecting the cylinder to cross flows of different Mach Numbers, a relationship
between the actual Mach Number of the flow and the measured pseudo-Mach Number of
the flow from the wake static pressure can be determined using the following
relationships:
γ −1
1


M act = 2 ( PT Ps ) − 1 (γ − 1)



Eqn. 3-2

γ −1
1


M meas = 2 ( PT Pw ) − 1 (γ − 1)



Eqn. 3-3

where PT is measured by the fore pressure transducer and P w is measured by the aft
pressure transducer. A calibration curve can be created by plotting Mmeas verses Mact.
The equation of this curve can then be used in the data reduction of the measurements
taken in the engine.
Vortex Shedding Considerations

An important consideration must be made when dealing with cylinders in cross flow.
If the Reynolds Number of the flow ranges from 5x103 - 2x105, the cylinder will shed its
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Figure 3-9 Cylinder in Cross-Flow
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vortices at particular frequencies (Schlichting, 1979). This frequency can be determined
from the Strouhal Number, a dimensionless frequency, which is defined as:

f D
S = sh
V

Eqn. 3-4

where fsh is the shedding frequency. A chart of the Strouhal Number as a function of the
Reynolds Number is given in Figure 3-10.

For each of the test conditions in the

calibration procedure, the shedding frequency should be calculated to see if it will
influence the measurement, i.e. if the shedding frequency is near the frequency of the
phenomena being measured, it will have an effect and must be taken into account. The
results of these calculations are provided in Section 6.2.
Final Design Configuration

Figure 3-11 shows the mechanical drawing of the probe. It is simply a cylinder
with two slots milled 180 degrees apart. The Kulites are epoxied into these slots so that
the surface of the transducer is flush with the surface of the cylinder. Once the epoxy has
dried and the transducers are secured in place, the cylinder is then pressed into a piece of
steel tubing, securing the cylinder and preventing any unwanted movement. In addition,
the tubing protects the fragile lead wires coming from the transducer. An assembly
drawing of the probe is shown in Figure 3-12.
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Figure 3-10 Plot of Strouhal Number vs Reynolds Number
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9/64 in.

Figure 3-11 Detailed Drawing of the Fore-Aft Probe
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Kulites

Steel Tubing

Lead Wires

Direction of Flow

Figure 3-12 Assembly Drawing of the Fore-Aft Probe (not to scale)
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Chapter 4 - Data Collection
Test Equipment

A simple blowdown test facility was used to calibrate the ability of the probe to
measure the Mach Numbers within various fluid flow fields. The facility consisted of a
small pressure vessel with an attachment for shop air, a data acquisition system, and a
stand to hold the probe. The pressure vessel was equipped with a dial pressure gauge and
could be filled with shop air up to pressures of 25 psig. A ball valve with a long handle
and a 3/8 in. opening in the nozzle directed the flow out of the top of the tank. All
measurements were taken above the nozzle opening.

Figure 4-1 shows the probe

positioned over the exit nozzle of the tank.

The data acquisition system consisted of an IBM XT computer and a Rapid Systems
R360 Real Time FFT Spectrum Analyzer. The R360 has four channels which can be
used simultaneously. Each channel can measure data at a rates up to 250 kHz. For a
detailed list of all of the features of the system, please see Figure 4-2

The stand used to hold the probe was a 1/2 in. x 1/2 in. x 16 in. aluminum bar with a
threaded hole of the top. The probe was attached to the bar at a right angle and secured
with a 5/16 in. x 18 threads per in. bolt. The assembly was then placed in a vice clamp
secured to a work bench in the lab. The pressure vessel could then be positioned
underneath the probe so that air flow escaping from the pressure vessel was perpendicular
to the fore pressure transducer. In addition, by using the vice to hold the probe assembly,
the pitch angle (see Figure 4-3) could be varied while preserving the position of the
Kulite at a right angle to the flow. See Figure 4-4 for a picture of the setup.
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Kulites

Probe

Gap of 1 probe diameter

Exhaust Nozzle

Pressure Tank
Figure 4-1 Schematic of the Probe Positioned over the Pressure Vessel
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Figure 4-2 Rapid Systems R360 Spectrum Analyzer System Features
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Pitch Angle

Direction of Flow

Downstream Kulite

Figure 4-3 Definition of Pitch Angle
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Figure 4-4 Calibration Test Stand Setup
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Equipment Calibration

The calibration curves for the pressure transducers are shown in Figure 4-5 and 4-6.
Using a dead weight pressure tester, the output voltage of the pressure transducer was
measured for a series of gage pressures. These curves are needed in order to determine
the equations necessary to convert all of the voltage signals back to pressures during the
data reduction. The resulting static calibration equations for the fore and aft pressure
transducers are:
Pfore = 0110
. ( psia / v ) * input ( mv ) * 1000( mv / v ) + 14.47 psia

Eqn. 4-1

. ( psia / v ) * input ( mv ) * 1000( mv / v ) + 1387
. psia
Paft = 0107

Eqn. 4-2

In addition, the R360 system was calibrated using a 10 kHz sine wave input. The
results of the calibration are shown in Figure 4-7. The sine wave input almost perfectly
matched the signal produced by the R360. Thus, the system was ready to take the actual
measurements.

It is important to remember that Kulite pressure transducers are merely Wheatstone
bridge circuits imbedded in a silicon based material. As a result, Kulites cannot use a
common power supply. If the Kulites are connected to the common ground on the power
supply, the resistance of the bridges become unbalanced as two of the arms are now
connected in series. The author noticed and corrected this mistake after analyzing some
early of measurements and having no understanding of the physics which could explain
them. Figure 4-8 shows how the Wheatstone bridge circuits change when connected to a
common ground.
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Figure 4-5 Static Pressure Calibration Curve for the Fore Transducer
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Figure 4-6 Static Pressure Calibration Curve for the Aft Transducer
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Figure 4-7 Comparison of a 10 kHz Sine Wave Input and the Measured Output
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Figure 4-8 Wheatstone Bridge Circuits with a Common Ground Effectively Connected in Series
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Experimental Procedure

The procedure required to measure the Mach Number of various fluid flows is
described here. First, the data acquisition system is turned on and set to “Scope Mode” as
pure data is to be taken instead of spectral data. Next, the desired sampling rate is set for
each channel and the “Trigger Mode” is set to manual. At this point, the R360 system is
ready to store data once the operator activates the trigger.

Next, the probe is positioned over the opening of the nozzle of the pressure tank and
the handle of the ball valve is moved to the closed position. The tank is filled with air
until a specific pressure inside the tank is reached. Here, the operator is ready to open the
valve and activate the trigger on the R360. Care must be taken to activate the trigger and
then quickly open the valve. Because the air evacuates the tank so quickly and the R360
samples the data at a rate of 50 kHz, the two operations must be done almost
simultaneously in order to capture enough data. With a little practice, the operator should
be able to find the rhythm required to sample the data correctly.

Once all of the air had escaped the pressure vessel, the data was saved to a disk. The
output data was saved in Volts verses Time in seconds and had to be converted to
pressures and Mach Numbers during the data reduction.
Test Cases

Three test cases were to be performed. These cases were:
1. probe positioned perpendicular to the fluid flow
2. probe positioned perpendicular to the flow at various yaw angles
3. probe positioned perpendicular to the flow at various pitch angles
The first case is considered the design test case as the upstream or fore pressure
transducer is perpendicular to the air flow.

This

represents the true measure of

stagnation pressure. The other two cases are considered off-design test cases as they do
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not measure true stagnation pressure. The purpose of the off-design cases is to determine
the sensitivity of the measurements to off-axis flow conditions.

For the design case, the pressure was varied in order to produce a range of Mach
Numbers. Multiple runs for each pressure case were performed in order to ensure
precision in the measurement. For the off-design cases, the angles were varied using a
constant tank pressure. Multiple runs were performed at each different angle case in
order to ensure precision.
o

o

o

The yaw angle was varied from 0 to 40 in 10 increments (see Figure 4-9 for the
definition of yaw angle). The yaw angle was set by scribing a line parallel to the opening
of the nozzle and rotating this line through a specified angle as measured by a protractor.
o

The accuracy of the measurement is ±.5 .
o

o

o

The pitch angle was varied from 0 to 20 in 5 increments. The pitch angle was set
using the vice as reference as rotating the probe stand through a specified angle as
measured with a protractor. In each case, the position of the probe stand in the vice had
to be varied as did the length of the stand extending from the vice in order to place the
fore pressure transducer directly over the nozzle opening.
o

measurement is ±.5 .
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The accuracy of the

Upstream Kulite

Yaw Angle

Figure 4-9 Definition of Yaw Angle
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Chapter 5 - Experimental Results
Probe Calibration at Design Conditions

Using the aforementioned experimental procedure, the design point test cases were
performed. 10 runs were made for each different pressure setting. The pressure settings
inside the tank were 3 psig, 5 psig, 8 psig, 10 psig, and 12 psig. Using an MS-Excel
spreadsheets, all of the voltage signals captured by the R360 system were reduced to
pressures using the calibration equations 4-1 and 4.2. Then, the pressures were converted
into Mach Numbers using equations 3-1 and 3-2. A sample set of figures containing plots
of raw pressure data and calculated Mmeas and Mact values are given in Appendix A.

A linear regression was performed for each individual data set in order to find an
average value. The regression analysis fit a line of zero slope through the data where the
Mach Number peaked. The intercept value of the regression line gives the average value
of the Mmeas or Mact for that test case. These values are given in Table 5-1 - 5-5. Note the
precision of the measurements as it shows the process was repeatable and that the data
could be averaged to find the best calibration curve for the probe.

Table 5-1 Results of Linear Regression for Tank Pressure = 3 psig
Tank Pressure

Test Case

3 psig
3 psig
3 psig
3 psig
3 psig
3 psig
3 psig
3 psig
3 psig
3 psig

a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
i
j

Measured Mach Number
Intercept Value
0.44
0.44
0.43
0.43
0.46
0.43
0.43
0.44
0.46
0.46
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Actual Mach Number
Intercept Value
0.41
0.43
0.40
0.41
0.44
0.41
0.42
0.42
0.45
0.45

Table 5-2 Results of Linear Regression for Tank Pressure = 5 psig
Tank Pressure

Test Case

5 psig
5 psig
5 psig
5 psig
5 psig
5 psig
5 psig
5 psig
5 psig
5 psig

a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
i
j

Measured Mach Number
Intercept Value
0.55
0.58
0.56
0.56
0.55
0.58
0.58
0.58
0.58
0.55

Actual Mach Number
Intercept Value
0.52
0.55
0.55
0.55
0.54
0.57
0.55
0.57
0.55
0.55

Table 5-3 Results of Linear Regression for Tank Pressure = 8 psig
Tank Pressure

Test Case

8 psig
8 psig
8 psig
8 psig
8 psig
8 psig
8 psig
8 psig
8 psig
8 psig

a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
i
j

Measured Mach Number
Intercept Value
0.65
0.65
0.66
0.66
0.68
0.66
0.65
0.66
0.67
0.67

Actual Mach Number
Intercept Value
0.63
0.63
0.64
0.63
0.66
0.64
0.62
0.64
0.64
0.66

Table 5-4 Results of Linear Regression for Tank Pressure = 10 psig
Tank Pressure

Test Case

10 psig
10 psig
10 psig
10 psig
10 psig
10 psig
10 psig
10 psig
10 psig
10 psig

a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
i
j

Measured Mach Number
Intercept Value
NONE
0.84
0.85
0.84
0.84
0.83
0.82
0.84
0.83
0.84
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Actual Mach Number
Intercept Value
NONE
0.79
0.78
0.77
0.78
0.77
0.76
0.77
0.77
0.78

Table 5-5 Results of Linear Regression for Tank Pressure = 12 psig
Tank Pressure

Test Case

12 psig
12 psig
12 psig
12 psig
12 psig
12 psig
12 psig
12 psig
12 psig
12 psig

a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
i
j

Measured Mach Number
Intercept Value
0.95
0.95
0.94
0.92
0.95
0.96
0.94
0.97
0.94
0.96

Actual Mach Number
Intercept Value
0.87
0.86
0.85
0.85
0.88
0.87
0.86
0.88
0.86
0.86

The test cases for the individual pressure levels were then averaged to produce a
single value of Mmeas and Mact for each pressure case. These results are listed in Table 56 and the resulting calibration curve is shown in Figure 5-1.

Table 5-6 Averaged Results of Calibration Test Cases
Tank Pressure (psig)
3
5
8
10
12

Measured Mach Number
0.44
0.57
0.67
0.84
0.95
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Actual Mach Number
0.43
0.55
0.64
0.77
0.86

Plot of Measured Mach Number vs Actual Mach Number
1

Measured Mach Number

0.9

0.8

0.7

0.6

0.5

0.4
0.4

0.45

0.5

0.55

0.6

0.65

0.7

0.75

Actual Mach Number

Figure 5-1 Fore-Aft Probe Design Point Calibration Curve
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0.8

0.85

0.9

Measurements at Various Yaw Angles

Using the aforementioned experimental procedure, the off-design test cases using
various yaw angles were performed. 5 runs were made for each different angle variation.
The pressure setting inside the tank was 12 psig for each run. Using an MS-Excel
spreadsheets, all of the voltage signals captured by the R360 system were reduced to
pressures using the calibration equations 4-1 and 4-2. Then, the pressures were converted
into Mach Numbers using equations 3-1 and 3-2. A sample set of figures containing plots
of raw pressure data and calculated Mmeas and Mact values are given in Appendix B.

A linear regression was performed for each Mach Number data set in order to find an
average value. The regression analysis fit a line of zero slope through the data where the
Mach Number peaked. The intercept value of the regression line gives the average value
of the Mmeas or Mact for that test case. These values are given in Table 5-7 - 5-11.

Table 5-7 Results of Linear Regression for Yaw Angle = 0 deg.
Yaw Angle

Test Case

0 deg.
0 deg.
0 deg.
0 deg.
0 deg.

a
b
c
d
e

Measured Mach Number
Intercept Value
0.95
0.95
0.94
0.92
0.95
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Actual Mach Number
Intercept Value
0.87
0.86
0.85
0.85
0.88

Table 5-8 Results of Linear Regression for Yaw Angle = 10 deg.
Yaw Angle

Test Case

10 deg.
10 deg.
10 deg.
10 deg.
10 deg.

a
b
c
d
e

Measured Mach Number
Intercept Value
0.93
0.90
0.90
0.91
0.89

Actual Mach Number
Intercept Value
0.88
0.85
0.84
0.85
0.85

Table 5-9 Results of Linear Regression for Yaw Angle = 20 deg.
Yaw Angle

Test Case

20 Deg.
20 Deg.
20 Deg.
20 Deg.
20 Deg.

a
b
c
d
e

Measured Mach Number
Intercept Value
0.89
0.86
0.89
0.89
NONE

Actual Mach Number
Intercept Value
0.81
0.80
0.81
0.79
NONE

Table 5-10 Results of Linear Regression for Yaw Angle = 30 deg.
Yaw Angle

Test Case

30 deg.
30 deg.
30 deg.
30 deg.
30 deg.

a
b
c
d
e

Measured Mach Number
Intercept Value
0.89
0.89
0.89
0.88
0.88

Actual Mach Number
Intercept Value
0.75
0.75
0.74
0.74
0.73

Table 5-11 Results of Linear Regression for Yaw Angle = 40 deg.
Yaw Angle

Test Case

40 deg.
40 deg.
40 deg.
40 deg.
40 deg.

a
b
c
d
e

Measured Mach Number
Intercept Value
0.80
0.82
0.79
0.80
0.82

Actual Mach Number
Intercept Value
0.62
0.62
0.58
0.60
0.62

The test cases for the individual Yaw angles were then averaged to produce a single
value of Mmeas and Mact for each Yaw angle case. These results are listed in Table 5-12
and the resulting sensitivity curve is shown in Figure 5-2.
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Table 5-12 Averaged Results of Yaw Angle Test Cases
Yaw Angle
0 deg.
10 deg.
20 deg.
30 deg.
40 deg.

Measured Mach Number
0.95
0.91
0.89
0.89
0.81
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Actual Mach Number
0.86
0.85
0.80
0.74
0.61

Plot of Measured Mach Number vs Yaw Angle
0.96

0.94

Measured Mach Number

0.92

0.9

0.88

0.86

0.84

0.82

0.8
0

5

10

15

20

25

Yaw Angle, deg.

Figure 5-2 Fore-Aft Probe Yaw Angle Sensitivity Curve
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Measurements at Various Pitch Angles

Using the aforementioned experimental procedure, the off-design test cases using
various pitch angles were performed.

10 runs were made for each different angle

variation. The pressure setting inside the tank was 12 psig for each run. Using an MSExcel spreadsheets, all of the voltage signals captured by the R360 system were reduced
to pressures using the calibration equations 4-1 and 4.2.

Then, the pressures were

converted into Mach Numbers using equations 3-1 and 3-2. A sample set of figures
containing plots of raw pressure data and calculated Mmeas and Mact values are given in
Appendix C.

A linear regression was performed for each Mach Number data set in order to find an
average value. The regression analysis fit a line of zero slope through the data where the
Mach Number peaked. The intercept value of the regression line gives the average value
of the Mmeas or Mact for that test case. These values are given in Table 5-13 - 5-16.

Table 5-13 Results of Linear Regression for Pitch Angle = 0 deg.
Pitch Angle

Test Case

0 deg.
0 deg.
0 deg.
0 deg.
0 deg.
0 deg.
0 deg.
0 deg.
0 deg.
0 deg.

a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
i
j

Measured Mach Number
Intercept Value
0.95
0.95
0.94
0.92
0.95
0.96
0.94
0.97
0.94
0.96
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Actual Mach Number
Intercept Value
0.87
0.86
0.85
0.85
0.88
0.87
0.86
0.88
0.86
0.86

Table 5-14 Results of Linear Regression for Pitch Angle = 10 deg.
Pitch Angle

Test Case

10 deg.
10 deg.
10 deg.
10 deg.
10 deg.
10 deg.
10 deg.
10 deg.
10 deg.
10 deg.

a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
i
j

Measured Mach Number
Intercept Value
0.90
0.91
0.89
0.92
0.90
0.91
0.91
0.90
0.91
0.91

Actual Mach Number
Intercept Value
0.87
0.86
0.85
0.86
0.85
0.86
0.86
0.84
0.85
0.86

Table 5-15 Results of Linear Regression for Pitch Angle = 15 deg.
Pitch Angle

Test Case

15 deg.
15 deg.
15 deg.
15 deg.
15 deg.
15 deg.
15 deg.
15 deg.
15 deg.
15 deg.

a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
i
j

Measured Mach Number
Intercept Value
0.86
0.90
0.92
0.92
0.90
0.90
0.83
0.88
0.91
0.90

Actual Mach Number
Intercept Value
0.83
0.84
0.85
0.85
0.85
0.85
0.87
0.86
0.85
0.85

Table 5-16 Results of Linear Regression for Pitch Angle = 20 deg.
Pitch Angle

Test Case

20 deg.
20 deg.
20 deg.
20 deg.
20 deg.
20 deg.
20 deg.
20 deg.
20 deg.
20 deg.

a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
i
j

Measured Mach Number
Intercept Value
0.88
0.86
0.88
0.89
0.89
0.89
0.90
0.88
0.87
0.88
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Actual Mach Number
Intercept Value
0.84
0.85
0.85
0.84
0.84
0.85
0.86
0.84
0.85
0.83

The test cases for the individual pitch angle values were then averaged to produce a
single value of Mmeas and Mact for each pitch angle case. These results are listed in Table
5-17 and the resulting sensitivity plot is shown in Figure 5-3.

Table 5-17 Averaged Results of Pitch Angle Test Cases
Pitch Angle
0 deg.
10 deg.
15 deg.
20 deg.

Measured Mach Number
0.95
0.91
0.90
0.88
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Actual Mach Number
0.86
0.86
0.85
0.84

Plot of Measured Mach Number vs Pitch Angle
0.95
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0.94
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Figure 5-3 Fore-Aft Probe Pitch Angle Sensitivity Curve
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Chapter 6 - Analytical Results
Computational Fluid Dynamics

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) calculations were performed in order to
compare the experimental results to an analytical solution. StarCD, a commercial CFD
code, was used to perform the calculations. The probe was modeled as a cylinder in cross
flow. The model used O-grids around the surface of the cylinder and H-grids at the ends
(see Figure 6-1). The O-grids are concentric circles around the cylinder. The H-grids are
surfaces that form right angles with each other in the x-y plane. The O-grids are spaced
very close together near the surface of the cylinder in order to accurately determine the
complicated flow fields. As the circles get larger and closer to the boundary defined by
the H-grids, they begin to approximate H-grids in order to make sure that a boundary with
4 sides is produced. The H-grids outside the O-grids were rather coarse in order to
minimize calculation time. The H-grids could be rather spaced further apart as the
calculations performed in these far field regions converged faster then those near the
surface of the cylinder.

The boundary conditions used attempted to model a jet of air exhausting into the
ambient. As a result, atmospheric pressure was used on the top and bottom boundaries
as well as the exit boundary. Total pressure was used to define the inlet boundary
condition. The total pressure at the inlet was specified to be 22.04 psia, the average total
pressure measured in the 12 psig case. This condition was chosen as it was used in the
design case as well as the off-design cases. The atmospheric pressure was set to 13.6
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Figure 6-1 Grids Generated around the Cylinder
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H-Grid

psia, the pressure measured by a water manometer in the lab during the experiment. The
ambient temperature was set to 535 R. Thus, the corresponding Mach Number was 0.86,
the average value found in Table 5-6 for the 12 psig tank case. See Figure 6-2 for the
placement of the boundary conditions.

The calculation converged after about 2000 iterations. The results of the analysis are
shown in Figures 6-3 - 6-7. Contours of total pressure are shown in Figures 6-3 - 6-4.
Near the rear half of the surface, the pressures are decreasing causing an adverse pressure
gradient. This adverse pressure gradient causes the flow to separate off of the surface of
the cylinder. The region within the boundaries of the separated fluid is filled with
swirling, low momentum fluid. The swirling flow is illustrated in the Mach Number
contour plots of Figure 6-5 - 6-6. Patches of low Mach Number (i.e. low momentum)
fluid surrounded by streaks of higher Mach Number fluid indicate areas where the flow
is swirling. Figure 6-7 show the resulting local static pressure contours. These will be
used to clarify how the probe operates in off-axis conditions in the Discussion and
Conclusion section.

Within the swirling flow behind the cylinder, there is a stagnation point.

The

stagnation point is crucial to the design of the probe as it is where the “Wake Pressure” is
measured by the rear Kulite. From the total pressure contour plots, the value of the
“Wake Pressure” is 9.5 psia. Eqn. 3.2.2 can be used to calculate the Mmeas given PT =
22.04 psia. The resulting Mmeas as given by the analytical solution is 1.165. This is
significantly greater than the average Mmeas = 0.95 given in Table 5-6.

The discrepancy between the Mmeas given by the experimental data and the Mmeas
given by the analytical results can be traced to the exit boundary condition. Ambient
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Figure 6-2 Placement of the Boundary Conditions
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Figure 6-3 Plot of Total Pressure Contours (Full Grid)
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Figure 6-4 Plot of Total Pressure Contours (Zoomed in)
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Figure 6-5 Plot of Mach Number Contours (Full Grid)
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Figure 6-6 Plot of Mach Number Contours (Zoomed in)
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Figure 6-7 Plot of Local Static Pressure Contours (Zoomed In)
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static pressure cannot be forced on the flow at the exit. Because the exit of the grid is a
short distance away from the cylinder, about 10 diameters, the code is trying to force the
flow to diffuse rapidly and perfectly to the exit boundary condition. Thus, in order to
model the results found in the experiment, the exit total pressure boundary condition
would have to be varied until the desired wake pressure behind the cylinder was
calculated. Unfortunately, this boundary condition influences all of the calculations
upstream. As a result, the magnitudes of the total pressures and Mach Numbers do not
accurately model the results found in the experiment.

However, by studying the

qualitative nature of the solution, an explanation about the lack of tolerance to off-design
flow situations can be given. These insights will be presented in the Discussion and
Conclusion section.
Shedding Vortex Frequency Calculations

The actual Mach Numbers in the calibration ranged from 0.45 to 0.85. Given that
the temperature of the ambient was 75 oF, the Reynolds Numbers of the flows ranged
from 86000 to 180000. According to Figure 3-10, the Strouhal Numbers ranged from
0.19 - 0.20. The resulting shedding frequencies can be deduced using Equation 3-10.
The shedding frequencies are predicted to be between 2800 Hz and 6200 Hz.

For stall and surge detection, it is suggested that the probe output be filtered
below 2000 Hz, to remove shedding frequencies. If higher frequencies are of interest,
other techniques must be used to compensate for these frequencies, if they are in the
passband.
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Chapter 7 - Discussion and Conclusions

The design requirements will be in order to assess the probe design and to give
explanations about its effectiveness using the experimental and analytical results.
Summary of Design Requirements
1. able to measure pressures up to 35 psia
2. able to measure flows with Mach Numbers from 0.2 - 0.8
3. able to measure flows with temperatures up to 600 R
4. able to take measurements of phenomena occurring at 10 kHz
5. able to take measurements in forward and reverse flow situations
6. be intolerant to a wide range of flow angles
Assessment of the Probe

The high frequency Fore-Aft Probe designed at Virginia Tech met all but one of the
design constraints listed. The probe will be able to measure pressures up to 35 psia and
temperatures up to 600 R if the Kulite is chosen with the proper characteristics. The LQ125 series Kulites can measure up to 500 psig and have maximum operating temperatures
of 810 R.

The measured Mach Numbers and the actual Mach Numbers of the various flows
used in the calibration gave the anticipated calibration curve (Figure 5-1) and the data
showed excellent precision. Figure 3-9 shows the distribution of the pressure coefficient
around the surface of a cylinder.

In the wake, the pressure coefficient is negative

indicating that the local static pressure, and thus the wake pressure, is always less than the
ambient static pressure. As a result, the measured Mach Number, as calculated using
Eqn. 3-3, will be greater than the actual Mach Number of the flow. This relationship is
evident in Figure 5-1, especially at higher Mach Numbers.
The lowest Mach Number used in the calibration was Mact = 0.45. This is higher
than the lowest anticipated Mach Number in the engine. More calibration data should be
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taken at the lower Mach Number conditions in order to provide a complete calibration
curve. Using the current test setup, it is difficult to produce these low Mach Numbers and
thus another test facility should be used.

The most important design constraint was that the probe be able to take high
frequency measurements. This is the reason that a flush mounted system was used
instead of a resonant system. Because the Kulite pressure transducers have natural
frequencies of 100 kHz or higher, the probe will easily be able to measure phenomena
occurring at 10 KHz or less. In comparison, the natural frequency of the Helmholtz
resonator concept and the Quarter Wave Tube concept were on about 5 kHz and 10 kHz
respectively. Thus, the probes could accurately measure real time pressure fluctuations of
500 Hz and 1 kHz respectively, far lower than the 10 kHz event anticipated in blade
passing.

The simplicity and symmetry of the design proved to be a factor in the repeatability
of the measurements as the flow always separates off of the back half of the cylinder
causing the streamlines to diverge away from the actual surface of the cylinder. The
symmetrical design allows the probe to produce the same results in forward or reverse
flow. However, the probe in its current configuration is very sensitive to changes in angle
away from perpendicular to the surface of the Kulite.

It should reiterated that the probe was not designed to give detailed measurements
about the wakes behind the fan in surge or stall. Rather, the probe was specifically
designed to monitor large scales flows and to determine when surge and stall occurred in
the engine. For this purpose, the probe meet its requirement as it can signal flow
migrations due to surge or stall. However, the effectiveness of the probe is limited in its
current configuration as the flow angles cannot be deduced using only two Kulites. The
probe cannot differentiate between flows stagnating on either side of the upstream Kulite.
In addition, the probe cannot differentiate between changes in pitch angle or changes in
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yaw angle in its current configuration. Some design improvements will be suggested at
the end of the chapter.
Analysis of the Experimental and Analytical Results

Unfortunately, the probe is very sensitive to changes in the yaw angle or the angle of
attack. Gossweiler et al (1994) also showed that cylinders in cross flow only gave
o

accurate measurements of pressure to ± 8 . This fore-aft probe showed minimal roll off
o

o

at 10 , but considerable error at flow angles greater than 10 . Because the flow stagnates
at the leading edge and then accelerates around the surface of the cylinder, any changes in
the circumferential position of the fore transducer (i.e. yaw angle) will cause the probe to
measure the local static pressure rather than the local total pressure of the flow on the
surface of the cylinder. Figures 6-5 and 6-6 show the Mach Number increasing as the
flow moves away from the stagnation point. For these same regions of increasing Mach
Number, Figures 6-3 and 6-4 show that the total pressure is relatively constant. Thus, the
Kulite will be measuring the static pressure in the flow as the flow does not stagnate on
o

the surface of the Kulite but flows parallel to its surface. At yaw angles less than 10 , the
Mach Number is very close to zero and thus the total pressure is almost equal to the static
pressure. However, Figure 6-7 shows that the local static pressure is decreasing as the
flow moves around the leading edge.

The probe was rather sensitive to various pitch angles also. The pitch angle
sensitivity curve is shown in Figure 5-3. It is merely a function of the cosine of the pitch
angle in this experiment as the yaw angle was 0 degrees. In addition, because the flow
must travel over a sharp edge as the yaw angle increases, the downstream pressure
transducer does not sense the same “Wake Pressures” as flow separating at the trailing
edge of a cylinder. There are additional pressure losses due to the flow separating as it
passes over the edge. Although the pitch and yaw angles were varied separately in the
experiment, in the F-109 Turbofan, there will be a combination of yaw and pitch angles
affecting the probes ability to measure the flow properties correctly. The author is unsure
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about how to modify the probe design to take into account the pitch angle effects on the
measurements
Potential Design Improvements

One source of error is the blockage associated with the size of the probe. The probe
was designed to find out if the theory of measuring Mach Number using “Wake Pressure”
as a reference would give adequate results when compared to the actual Mach Number of
the flow. By refining the probe design to utilize a small cylinder to hold the transducers,
a better measurement of the true Mach Number can be made as the probe will not distort
the flow as much. The section on probe design in Chapter 2 explained of the importance
of minimizing blockage errors in order to achieve a better representation of the flow
conditions being measured. However, care must be taken when reducing the size of the
probe as the vortex shedding frequency is a function of probe size.

The shedding

frequency should not be near the frequency of an event that is to be measured or else the
data will be inaccurate as the two components will cause some attenuation of the signal.
o

o

Perhaps the probe could be improved by placing two Kulites at +90 and -90 away
from the center Kulite on both the forward and rear surfaces of the cylinder (see Figure 71 for a description). Given the flow conditions are fairly well known around the surface
of the cylinder, this configuration could be calibrated to back out the angle at which the
flow approaches the probe using the Pressure Coefficient vs Angle curve show in Figure
3-10.

This may be helpful in determining both the magnitudes and vectors of the

velocities associated with stalled flow. More work should be done to see if this is a
viable option to improve the performance of the probe.

One major drawback of this probe design is the potential for damage. With the
Kulites exposed to the flow, foreign objects ingested into the compressor could destroy
the fragile pressure transducers. Unfortunately, any protection of the surface of the
Kulites could severely limit the high frequency capabilities that are desired. Perhaps a
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Upstream Kulite

Additional Kulites

Downstream Kulite

Figure 7-1 Probe with Additional Kulites
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small, porous screen in front of the probe could keep large objects from damaging the
Kulites, but the flow conditions would then be distorted from the true conditions.

Finally, flow conditions with various temperatures should be examined to make sure
that the calibration curve is accurate over a wide range of conditions as those experienced
aft of a fan in rotating stall. The author did not have the time or the resources to perform
these experiments. However, they are very important if this probe is to be used in an
environment where the temperature is greater than ambient and the ratio of specific heats
could change for the air.

In conclusion, the probe shows excellent response characteristics with no amplitude
attenuation or phase angle. The probe does have the ability to sense changes in flow
direction due to surge or stall. However, additional Kulites should be placed on the probe
in order to deduce the flow angles associated with the large regions of changing flow.
Although more work needs to be done to improve the capabilities of the probe, the author
feels that this work would prove beneficial to the Virginia Tech Propulsion Research
Facility.
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Plot of Fore and Aft Pressure verses Time for a Tank Pressure = 12 psig

Plot of Measured and Actual Mach Numbers verses Time for a Tank Pressure of 12
psig
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Plot of Fore and Aft Pressure verses Time for a Tank Pressure = 12 psig and Yaw
Angle = 20 degress

Plot of Measured and Actual Mach Numbers verses Time for a Tank Pressure of 12
psig and Yaw Angle 20 degrees
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Plot of Fore and Aft Pressure verses Time for a Tank Pressure = 12 psig and Pitch
Angle = 10 degrees

Plot of Measured and Actual Mach Numbers verses Time for a Tank Pressure of 12
psig and Pitch Angle = 10 degrees
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